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Press release

On Friday, May 23, Tornabuoni Arte inaugurates in its location in Florence a very important 

retrospective exhibition dedicated to the artist Dadamaino, curated by Flaminio Gualdoni. More 

than 40 works have been choosen, the artist’s most significant ones, to display the rich and 

fascinating career of this incredible artist. 

“When in 58, I started cutting up canvases until only the frame was left to see, it is certain that I  

was putting myself in contradiction with the type of art practiced at the time” 

Dadamaino (1930-2004), born Eduarda Emilia Maino,  had a very rich career, nourished by the 

different movements and currents emerging in Europe at the end of the 1940s. She took part at the 

first manifesto of Spatialism written by Fontana in1948, at the birth of the N and T groups in Italy, of 

the Zero group in Germany, of Equipo 57 in Spain, of the Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel 

(GRAV - Visual Art Reseach Group) in France, or of the Nouvelle Tendance (New Tendency) in 

Zagreb. She participated in all of these currents freeing herself rapidly from them and carrying on 

the development of her own plastic research. Despite her discretion she nevertheless worked 

alongside some of the greatest artists of her time, such as Piero Manzoni and Lucio Fontana. At 

the same time, the Italian artist was also a committed woman within the Italian communist party, 

ceaselessly defending her positions as an artist but also as a citizen. 

After the first exhibition in Paris, from October 2013 until  January 2014, Tornabuoni Arte Gallery 

has decided to display in Florence a series of Dadamaino’s first Volumi, pertaining to the late 

1950s: the optical-dynamic objects, the alphabet-like signs, and Movimento delle Cose.

About the gallery 

Tornabuoni Arte, born in Florence in 1981, became one of the most specialized galleries in Italian 



Art from the second half of the XXth century (Fontana, Castellani, Manzoni, Dorazio, Bonalumi, 

Dadamaino, Boetti, etc.). The gallery has grown over the years, opening the locations of Milan 

(1995), Portofino (2001), and Forte dei Marmi (2004) and two galleries abroad in Crans Montana, 

Switzerland, and in Paris in 2009.

Tornabuoni Arte participates in national and international art fairs such as FIAC and Biennale des 

Antiquaires in Paris, TEFAF in Maastricht, Art Basel Miami Beach, Art Basel Hong Kong, Artefiera 

in Bologna and Frieze Masters in London. .

On October the 3rd  2013 the new space in Florence in Lungarno Cellini 3 was inaugurated: more 

than 500 m2 realized by the Archea Associati's studio.

Info: Tornabuoni Arte

Lungarno Benvenuto Cellini, 3 – 50125 Florence

Tel. 0039 055/6812697 – fax 055/6812020 – e.mail: info@tornabuoniarte.it - www.tornabuoniarte.it

exhibition's openig time : Monday - Friday (9.00-1.00 am / 3.30 -7.30 pm) Saturday (11.00 - 7.00)

free entrance
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